EMF Adapter for Home / Office
An All-in-One Solution to Neutralize Electrostress
This plug-in product can clear and protect an entire home or office
space from the harmful effects of EMF radiation. The EMF Adapter
uses the building’s electrical circuitry to send a corrective,
harmonizing resonance signal through the wiring of the entire space.
Just plug in one EMF Adapter to protect your entire home or office.
$299.95

Product Details:

Range: radiates a transformative field through the electrical
circuitry of the entire space clearing all electronics plugged
into the circuit

Just plug it in and you’re protected
You can use the EMF Adapter wherever you have a free socket.
Because wiring between circuits is connected, you only need one EMF
Adapter for each electric meter / circuit breaker. The plug clears the
toxic effects to the source of the electric entering the building.

Eliminate the toxic effect of EMFs from
the outside source. Send a corrective
resonance through the wiring of the
entire house.

The adapter harmonizes the electrical fields running through the
circuitry, clearing and protecting you from the harmful EMF fields
generated by anything plugged into the circuit. It even clears harmful
EMFs generated by wireless devices, because the router is plugged in.

Harmonize all the electrical fields running through
the internal wiring and circuitry of your entire
home or office.
You can use the SafeSpace Adapter anywhere you have a free socket.
It affects everything plugged into the entire circuit. It even clears
wireless devices (Wi-Fi) simply because the wireless router is
plugged into the main circuit.
One SafeSpace EMF Adapter corrects
all the circuits connected to the
circuit breaker box. A corrective,
harmonizing resonance runs
through any appliance or
electronics plugged into the effected
wiring
You can use the SafeSpace EMF
Adapter wherever you live, work or
spend time, including your home or
apartment, your office, your school
or classroom, and a hotel room –
anywhere you can plug it in.
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Proven Protection
Research shows the benefits of SafeSpace products such as the EMF
Adaptor. For example, data have shown that electromagnetic
radiation can have a harmful effect on DNA. Independent laboratory
testing shows that SafeSpace technology not only can stop the
damage, but it can actually improve DNA recovery:

“The Safe Space technology more
than completely reversed the
damaging effects of EMF radiation.
on the DNA ... the conductivity
values were enhanced above
normal...” Glen Rein, Ph.D.,
Director of Quantum Biology
Research Labs
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